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7A
STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
Hilary Gans, Senior Contracts & Operations Manager
June 28, 2018 Board of Directors Meeting
Shoreway Operations and Market Update

Recommendation
This item is for informational purposes only and no Board action is required.
Summary
To date, China has not softened its position on accepting mixed paper ban and mixed paper marketability and
price continue to deteriorate. at this time, no mixed paper is being marketed to China and additional sort labor is
currently required to maintain marketability of the MRF fiber. This market condition is not likely to improve in the
near term and staff is monitoring fiber market conditions and developing sort equipment options.
Fiber Market Conditions
The fiber commodity market crisis has only deepened since March. China is not
relaxing its ban on mixed paper and the alternative markets (paper mills in
Vietnam, Indonesia and India) are filling-up with fiber displaced from China.
Before March 1st, China used to consume more than 60% of global scrap paper.
Compared to prior year, China has cut this amount in half and has completely
banned the import of mixed paper (See chart 1 which compares scrap paper
import into China in Q1-2017 vs Q1-2018). This has left MRFs in the US and in
Europe few market options for mixed paper.

Chart 1.
China Paper Imports
YTD:2017 vs. 2018

As both the MRF operator and the material marketer, SBR is uniquely positioned to
track the fiber market conditions and to adjust the Shoreway MRF operations to
make fiber market grades for sale into overseas markets. Many MRFs throughout
the country have not been as adept and are reportedly stockpiling fiber and/or
disposal of non-marketable paper into landfills See Attachment 1 News Articles).
SBR is maintaining additional sort labor levels (see staff report 7B. Additional
Sort Labor). SBR and SBWMA are developing mechanical sorting options that
can be considered once the fiber market standards have stabled (see staff report
5A Budget, CapEx).
Chart 2 on the following page presents the SBWMA’s fiber and container sales
price per ton over the past 13 months. The red line which shows the price per ton
for fiber commodities shows a clear and steady downturn in response to the mixed
paper ban by China. (The fiber commodity sale price in May was $19 per ton,
down from a market high in July of $157 per ton). Meanwhile, sale price for
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containers (blue line, which make up 47% of the SBWMA’s commodity revenue) has been healthy and largely
unaffected by the conditions effecting the fiber markets.
Chart 2

Attachments:
Attachment A – Seattle Times Business Section Article Some Seattle-area recycling dumped in
Landfills as China's restrictions kick in
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Some Seattle-area recycling dumped in
landfills as China's restrictions kick in
Subject: Some Seattle-area recycling dumped in landfills as China's restrictions kick in I The Seattle
Times
Originally published March 29, 2018 at 6:00 am Updated March 29, 2018 at 2:07 pm

Seattle recycling processor Republic is sending "hundreds of tons" of mixed paper to

landfills, a move triggered by the loss of the industry's biggest market for recycled
commodities.

Share story

By

Benjamin Romano

Seattle Times business reporter

Yellowing newspapers, junk mail and scrap paper, bundled together in blocks as big as a
compact car, are stacked three and four high in nearly every available corner of the

largest recycling facility in Seattle.

Rows of these mixed-paper bales also sit out in the rain and wind, sodden and sagging

like their value now that China, which was by far the largest and most important market

for this commodity, has shut its doors.

Republic Services, which processes recycling from Seattle, Bellevue and other cities in

King County, has sought permission to send some of this unmarketable paper, fast

becoming mush, to regional landfills. The company cites safety and health risks as the

bales pile up in the Sodo facility designed to send out as much as it takes in - about 750
tons - each day.

"Regardless of price point, we haven't been able to move material on a daily basis," said
Pete Keller, Republic's vice president for recycling and sustainability.

Even as Republic finds new markets and installs equipment to meet new quality

standards, the company has sent "hundreds of tons" of mixed paper to landfills,

including its own outside of Roosevelt, Klickitat County, over the last couple of weeks,
Keller said.
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7B

STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
Hilary Gans, Sr. Operations & Contracts Manager
June 28, 2018 Board of Directors Meeting
Preliminary Analysis of MRF Sort System Enhancements Options

Recommendation:
This staff report is for discussion purposes only and no formal action is requested of the Board of Directors.
Summary
This report is intended to provide a preliminary analysis of the MRF sort system enhancements that are being
developed by SBR and SBWMA staff to address the need for improved commodity quality to meet the new global
market standards. As the fiber markets stabilize and the fiber quality standard become more defined, staff will
bring a recommended equipment option for the Board to consider
Background
SBR anticipated the China market ban on mixed paper and has been working on ways to improve the quality of
mixed paper to meet the new China standard. This effort included “tuning up” the existing MRF sort system and
testing the quality of the fiber commodities to see if they were at the China Standard (.5% contamination). A
summary of these tests and results are presented in Attachment B. SBR also increased sort labor to improve the
fiber quality to a marketable quality (though not near the China quality standard of 0.5% contamination).
Analysis
Overview of MRF Sort System Enhancement - Since the MRF was first installed in 2010, the capability to
mechanically sort paper has improved dramatically. Optical sort components that were only used to sort
containers (then) are now being used to sort contamination out of paper with great speed and reliability. Potential
Industries (one of SBR’s parent companies located in LA) has just completed installation of new optical sort
equipment at a cost of $8.5M. Potential is now completing the start-up process of this new generation of fiber
sorting equipment and SBWMA staff intends to use Potential’s experience to “test-out” design ideas, marketability
of commodities, and financial assumption. In the fall, Staff intends to present different equipment scenarios to the
Board for consideration. Current planning-level estimates from BHS on these systems options range from $3.5M –
$10M.
Given the uncertainty in the fiber markets, Staff has developed a phased-approach to investing in mechanical fiber
sorting technology that will provide:1) incremental improvements in fiber quality, and 2) a good return on capital
equipment investments.
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1) FY 2018/19 Recommendations - Existing Sort System Optimization.
Attachment B, pg.3 of the 18/19 Budget proposes five MRF capital projects totaling $287,500 that are
intended to optimize the existing MRF sort system. These improvements, coupled with added sort labor are
intended to make incremental improvements to fiber quality to ensure fiber marketability. Since the market
has not stabilized and there are no clear fiber quality standards in the current market, Staff feels that an
incremental approach to MRF fiber capital investment is wise at this time.
2) Longer-term Recommendations – New Sort System Components.
SBR and SBWMA staff have been working with BHS (the MRF equipment manufacturer) since 2017 to design
new fiber sorting enhancements to our MRF. The specific sort system design options and descriptions are
presented in Attachment A. The goals of the sort system enhancements are to:
a. Producing High-Grade Paper (HGP). By isolating the cleaner residential paper from commercial paper
and by adding additional optical sort equipment to remove contamination, residential fiber quality can be
improved from mixed paper (MP) to high-grade paper (HGP) grade. HGP has a price premium of ~$80
per ton over MP.
b. Produce High-Grade Cardboard. Residential and commercial fiber contains over 30% of brown paper
(cardboard) which must be sorted out of the HGP. Once the brown paper is removed from mixed paper, it
there is an opportunity to create a clean stream of cardboard which has a $80 per ton premium over
mixed paper. By recovering this material, net commodity revenues can be improved by approximately
$30K per month.
c. Reduced Labor Expense. Achieving a High-Grade Paper with manual sorting is not feasible but new
optical sorting technologies are capable of reliably removing contaminates at a high-rate. It is estimated
that by adding this optical fiber sorting equipment, labor expense could be reduced by approximately
$30K per month.
Attachments:
A – Preliminary Analysis of MRF Fiber Sort System Options
B - Description of Testing and Optimization of the Existing MRF Sort System to Improve Fiber Quality
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Attachment A
Preliminary Analysis of MRF Fiber Sort System Options
In response to the commodity market crisis which began in January 2018, SBR and SBWMA staff have been
working BHS (the sort system OEM) to design equipment enhancements that can optimize the value and
marketability of Shoreway’s fiber commodities. This design process has been complicated by the fact that the
market standards are not clearly defined (i.e., “how clean is clean-enough?”) allowing a system to be designed to
produce a specific fiber quality. The fiber sort system design effort has followed a structured process that has
included the followings steps
1) Short-term – included in FY18/19 Budget are items totaling $287,500 that are aimed at tuning-up the
existing system by making minor modifications and replacing part of the sort system that are worn.
2) Longer-term – Staff will work to design, test, and get price quotes for major modifications to the MRF sort
system that will improve the quality and recovery of fiber to make these commodities more marketable
and valuable.
Equipment and preliminary designs for the “Longer-term” equipment options are presented below. each of these
options will be developed further so that the Board can evaluate the cost/benefit of each. Depending on market
conditions and financial planning decisions made by the Board, staff will get final price quotes and implementation
plans for the preferred equipment options.
Option #1 - Residential fiber sort.
Estimated installed cost: $5M - $7M.
Goal: clean approximately 40% of mixed paper by removing non-fiber (e.g., plastic film) and non-white paper
(e.g., cardboard) from the residential paper line. Clean removed materials to that they can be added to the other
commodities.
System Enhancements: Introduction of a SpydR-IR Optical Sorter on each fiber line to remove non-fiber
commodities (e.g., beverage containers, bi-metal, and film plastic) and cardboard from the existing material
stream and conveyed to a ColorPlus-R Optical Sorter (Diagram 1) where cardboard would be recovered and
conveyed to the post-sort OCC quality stations. Non-fiber materials would continue to convey to the beverage
container sort line. This system is envisioned to produce material for non-china markets.
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Diagram 1: 3-ColorPlus-R Optical Sorters

Option #1A - Additional sorting of residential fiber.
Estimated installed cost $1.5M additional
Goal: additional equipment would be added to Option #1 to clean fiber to meet China’s <.5% contamination
standard.
System Enhancements: Additional robotic sort equipment will be added Option #1 above to further clean paper.
Remaining fiber would be conveyed to fiber post-sort area where the material would pass through 2-MAX-AI SCQ
Sorters (Diagram 2) with 4 articulated arms, capable of recognizing 90% marketable fiber materials, and
removing prohibitive materials at a rate of 50 picks per minute per arm or 200 picks per minute per residential line.
Diagram 2: MAX-AI Robotic Sorters
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Option #2 - Sort 20% of mixed paper
Estimated installed cost: $2M - $3M
Goal: additional equipment would be added to Option #1 to clean small (<4”) fiber to meet China’s <.5%
contamination standard.
System Enhancements: Install BHS Fiber Pure Screen (Diagram 3) on the 4” minus line to recover mixed paper
and convey to the residential fiber line. Remaining material would continue to convey and pass through a SpydRIR Optical Sorter to recover non-fiber commodities (e.g., beverage containers, bi-metal, and film plastic) directing
this material to the beverage container sort line. This reduces the amount of material on the polishing screen
improving system throughput.
Diagram 3: Fiber Pure Screen
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Attachment B
Description of Testing and Optimization of the Existing MRF Sort System to Improve Fiber Quality
SBR has conducted various tests to determine if the current MRF processing equipment could produce a paper
product that meets China’s new material quality standard of 0.5% prohibitive materials (contaminants). Below are
the results of each test:
Test #1
Goal: Improve quality of paper from two screens (the MRF has four paper screens) and combine it with OCC
(cardboard).
Process: Fiber from both polishing screens were conveyed to the fiber post-sort quality control area on two
separate belts where four (4) sorters stationed at each line manually removed contaminants. This material was
conveyed to a single bunker. The Mixed Paper was combined with recovered cardboard and baled. A material
composition test was performed on the bale.
Results: Non-OCC Fiber: 22.5%. Contaminants: 4.9%.
Conclusion: The amount of non-cardboard fiber is excessive and cannot be sustainably marketed as OCC, and
the contaminants exceed the material quality threshold.
Test #2
Goal: improve quality of paper from one paper screen (the MRF has four paper screens) and combine it with
OCC (cardboard).
Process: Fiber from the commercial polishing screen was conveyed to the fiber post-sort quality control area
where four (4) sorters manually removed contaminants. This material was conveyed into a single bunker. The
material was combined with recovered OCC (cardboard) and baled. A material composition test was performed
on the bale.
Results: Non-OCC Fiber: 7.5%. Contaminant: 2.0%.
Conclusion: The contaminants exceeded the threshold of 0.05%, however, the amount of non-cardboard fiber
was initially thought to be at an acceptable level, and could be marketed as OCC. This commodity was shipped to
several markets, but the outcome was not favorable, and as a result, this product is no longer being produced due
to failure to achieve market acceptance in China and Asia.
Test #3
Goal: improve quality of paper from three paper screens (the MRF has four paper screens) to create a sorted
paper grade which can be upgraded from mix paper to sorted residential paper:
Process: Residential fiber from three paper screens were conveyed to the post-sort quality control area where
contaminants were manually removed during normal processing operations at a throughput rate of 28 tons per
hour. A material composition test was performed on this residential paper.
Results: Contaminants: 6.0%
Conclusion: The number of contaminants exceeded the quality threshold of 0.05%.
SBWMA BOD PACKET 06/28/2018
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Test #3A
Goal: improve the quality of paper from three paper screens by re-processing it a second time:
Process: A portion of the residential paper from Test #3 was processed for a second time at a throughput rate of
10 tons per hour. Three (3) additional sorters were stationed at the pre-sort area for a total of seven (7) sorters.
Following mechanical separation, the residential paper was conveyed to three post-sort quality control lines
staffed by four (4) sorters per line. Prohibitive materials were manually removed and the material was conveyed
into a single bunker. A material composition test was performed on this material.
Results: Non-Mix Paper fiber: 18.0%. Contaminant: 3.0%
Conclusion: The amount of non-residential paper and contaminants exceeded the quality threshold of 0.05%.
Test #4
Goal: Improve the quality of paper from two paper screens to create a sorted paper grade which can be
upgraded from mix paper to sorted residential paper:
Process: Residential paper from was recovered and directed into a single bunker after contaminant materials
were removed (mechanically and manually) during normal processing operations at a system throughput rate of
10 tons per hour. Four (4) additional sorters were stationed at pre-sort for a total of eight (8) sorters. Following
mechanical separation of prohibitive materials, the residential paper reported to two post-sort quality control lines
staffed with a total of four (4) sorters per line. This material was conveyed into a single bunker. Based on visual
observation it was clear that material did not achieve desired quality standards, so it was re-processed a second
time.
Test #4A
The residential paper from Test #4 was unloaded from the bunker and processed for a second time at a
throughput rate of 10 tons per hour. Following mechanical separation of prohibitive materials, the residential
paper reported to two post-sort quality control lines staffed with four (4) sorters per line. This material was
conveyed into a single bunker. A material composition test was performed on this material.
Results: Brown fiber (mostly cardboard): 8.0%. Contaminant: 0.5%.
Conclusion: The amount of brown fiber exceeded the quality target of less than 2%, and although contaminants
met the allowable level this grade is not marketable due to the excessive brown fiber content.
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7C
STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
Hilary Gans, Senior Contracts & Operations Manager
June 28, 2018 Board of Directors Meeting
Resolution Approving Additional SBR Sort Labor Reimbursement

Recommendation
It is recommended that the SBWMA Board of Directors approve Resolution No. 2018-26 attached hereto
authorizing the following action: Resolution Approving the Cost of Additional Fiber Sort Labor to be Split
with SBR for a Period of Three Months (July 1-September 30, 2018).
Summary
SBR requested reimbursement for additional sort labor that the company had been paying for since the fiber
market collapse in January 2018. At the March 22nd meeting, the Board discussed the need for additional sort
labor in order to keep fiber from being rejected from overseas mills and decided to split the additional sort labor
cost with SBR through the end of the fiscal year. The Board requested that staff bring this item back for
consideration at the June Board meeting so that a go-forward decision can regarding the reimbursement of the
$35K per month in additional sort labor.
Background
• Based on fiber quality and sort testing completed by SBR, it was determined that:
a. The SBWMA MRF equipment is not capable of meeting China’s new paper quality standard.
b. Additional sort labor is required to ensure that fiber commodities do not get rejected by non-china
overseas buyers.
c. In the budget process, a conservative estimate of $560K was included in the FY18/19 Budget
(see 5A-Budget) to cover additional sort labor expense for the new fiscal year.
• The global fiber market and the standard for “sellable” mixed paper is in flux (see 7A-Markets).
• SBR is using its market-knowledge to “gauge the market” and to produce a paper commodity grade that will
meet paper buyer’s standards and is unlikely to be rejected once shipped overseas.
• The cost of additional MRF sort labor was forecast in March at $47K per month. The actual cost has been
averaging approximately $36K per month ($11K lower than originally forecast).
• As was discussed at the March Board meeting, there is no obligation for the SBWMA to reimburse SBR for
additional sort labor.
• Since March the cost of sort labor has been split between the SBWMA and SBR (see March report 5B-SBR
Sort Labor Reimbursement).
• The cost of rejected loads can be as high as $1,000 per ton of materials/ $20,000 per container/ $400,000 per
booking (see March, 5A-Operations & Market Update).
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Analysis
Short-term use of Additional MRF Sort Labor
SBR has been utilizing additional sort labor to improve the MRF fiber grades to a marketable quality (though not
near the China quality standard of 0.5% contamination). At the March meeting, the Board considered a request
from SBR for reimbursement for additional MRF sort labor to improve the fiber quality from the MRF and the
Board agreed to split this cost with SBR. (Under normal MRF operations, the SBWMA reimburses SBR for 24
sorters at the MRF. To meet the new fiber market conditions, SBR has requested six additional VRS sorters for a
total of 30. The actual number of sorters that VRS has been able to provide as been short of the 30. While not
ideal, this has reduced costs and instead of $47,902 per month as originally estimates, the cost has been roughly
$36,000 per month).
The use of additional sort labor has been viewed by all parties as a short-term solution to ensure that Shoreway
fiber commodities continued to find markets. It is hoped that China will reverse its mixed paper ban and loosen
the importation standards. All trade association news has indicated that China’s ban is unlikely change in
2018/19. It is with this assessment in mind that SBR and SBWMA have been developing a longer-term
mechanical sort options for the Board’s consideration that are presented in the staff report 7B and included in the
FY18/19 Budget.
Fiscal Impacts
The FY18/19 Budget includes an additional estimate of $560,000 ($47K month) to cover additional sort labor
costs in the upcoming year. This is a conservative estimate and the additional sort labor costs are trending lower
at $35K per month and these costs are currently being split between SBR and the SBWMA. Any funds that are
unused at the end of the year will accumulate in Undesignated Reserve.

Attachments:
Resolution 2018-26
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RESOLUTION NO. 2018-26
RESOLUTION OF THE SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE
MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS APPROVING
ADDITIONAL SBR SORT LABOR REIMBURSEMENT
WHEREAS, SBR has requested reimbursement for additional MRF sort labor,
WHEREAS, additional sort labor is the only short-term means for the agency to meet new commodity
standards,
WHEREAS, meeting new commodity standards is necessary to ensure that recyclables have a market
outlet and are not landfilled.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the South Bayside Waste Management Authority hereby
approves a Resolution Approving SBR Sort Labor Reimbursement and authorizes staff to split (pay one-half) the
additional sort labor incurred by SBR for three months (July 1-September 30, 2018) and return to the Board in
September for future direction.
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority, County of
San Mateo, State of California, by the following vote:
Agency
Atherton
Belmont
Burlingame
East Palo Alto
Foster City
Hillsborough

Yes

No

Abstain

Absent

Agency
Menlo Park
Redwood City
San Carlos
San Mateo
County of San Mateo
West Bay Sanitary Dist

Yes

No

Abstain

Absent

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Resolution No. 2018-26 was duly and regularly adopted at a regular meeting of
the South Bayside Waste Management Authority on June 28, 2018.

ATTEST:

______________________________
Charlie Bronitsky, Chairperson of SBWMA

_________________________________
Cyndi Urman, Board Secretary
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7D
STAFF REPORT
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

SBWMA Board Members
Hilary Gans, Sr. Operations & Contracts Manager
June 28, 2018 Board of Directors Meeting
Update on Compology Pilot Project

Recommendation:
This staff report is for discussion purposes only and no formal action is requested of the Board of Directors.
Summary
This report is intended to provide an update of the results from the Compology Pilot which monitored commercial
and multifamily organics and MSW containers (commercial containers) using the company’s container sensors
and supporting software platform. SBWMA staff is requesting a formal proposal from Compology for services
which will be presented to the Board for consideration.
Analysis
The SBWMA contracted with Compology for a three-month pilot project to assess how the company’s remote
monitoring systems could improve the cost efficiency in the commercial collection system at a time when services
are being substantially increased to capture food waste from commercial generators. Compology pilot installed
300 sensors into the garbage, recycling, and organics bins of 132 commercial customers. The sensors monitored
bin usage and contamination from February through April. Compology provided these services to the targeted
commercial organics accounts at a cost of $40,000. The preliminary results from the pilot suggest that there are
simple uses of the technology to help control collection costs, mitigate litter, and reduce contamination in recycling
and organics containers.
Right-Size Collection Services:
Especially with the broad rollout of new commercial organics collection services, there is an opportunity for
generators to change subscription service levels to align collection frequency with their volume generation.
Preliminary findings indicate that generators do not align their service levels well with their generation rates a
(as shown in the charts on the next page, commercial customer’s garbage and organic containers were
measured at 65% and 55% fullness respectively before receiving service. Looking further into the data, 35%
of organics containers and 40% of MSW containers are lifted when they are less than 40% full. Providing
service at these low levels increases the costs that generators are paying and adds truck congestion).
This inefficiency in some commercial collection accounts creates an opportunity for the customer to save
money at a time that they are being asked to pay for an additional organics bin. For example, for weekly
garbage service, each cubic yard per week that a business is able to reduce can save over $1,000 per year.
Considering that Recology services 10,000 businesses, the aggregate savings opportunity for the commercial
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sector is quite large (note that Compology will be preparing a proposal for the SBWMA that quantifies and
details the projected savings).

Litter Control & Storm Water Protection:
Overfilled containers are a problem for member agencies because they are a source of litter, storm water
pollution, and consumer staff time. Monitoring commercial container “fullness” can assist in managing these
problems by helping identify when higher subscription service levels are needed (i.e., Compology recorded
26% of MSW and 19% of organics containers were serviced when fullness was recorded above 90%).
Monitoring Recyclables and Organics Contamination
Do to the increase costs for composting food waste and challenges marketing recyclables, contamination is a
priority concern for the Agency that has a direct financial savings. This need is never more present than now
when China’s ban on mixed paper is forcing the Agency to expend more money on processing to clean fiber
commodities. Staff felt that Compology could offer a possible solution to by remotely “policing” containers and
contamination from problem commercial accounts. Compology is using their technology in other locations for
this purpose (see Attachment A-Technology Report).
To effectively enforce contamination, there needs to be monitoring at the generator level. Recology uses
Zero Waste Reps to visit generators containers and try to correct behavior, but there is a limit to how many
containers can be visited Recology staff. Remote monitoring (daily data/images) can be utilized to support of
staff monitoring and potential enforcement (see below sample image of contamination in a commercial
organics bin that was reported as part of the Compology pilot).
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Attachments
A – Waste 360 Technology Report
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ATTACHMENT - A

The New Landscape: China’s Contamination Ban & The Future of
Profitability in Recyclables

How haulers & generators can significantly reduce contamination in recycling to make
collection & processing profitable again.
May 25, 2018
What used to be a reliable revenue stream for North American haulers with China
paying big bucks for U.S. recyclables regardless of contamination, is now a cost as
China’s unwillingness to take recyclables is forcing recyclers to stockpile material or send
contaminated recyclables directly to landfills instead. With this new landscape, what has
been a $5 billion annual business (CNN Money) is in significant danger and has our
industry at an important decision point: How can we regain and strengthen recycling
revenue streams while supporting the growing movement of reducing waste being sent to
landfills?
The Old Way: Manual "Lid Flipping"

Prior to the ban, the emphasis on contamination in the U.S. wasn’t a pressing priority
and conducting limited “spot checks” at various dumpsters, once or twice a year, proved
to be a sufficient method of oversight. But with new, strict requirements putting limits
on contamination and increasing the need for more frequent and accurate monitoring,
“lid flipping” as an oversight strategy simply won’t work - the fact is, China won’t be
reverting back anytime soon, if at all. “Lid flipping” is now too inefficient and costly and
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can only provide limited, outdated information that can’t realistically be implemented for
full scale oversight of our recycling stream.
But, the ban isn’t necessarily a bad thing - in fact, leaders across our industry believe
this is a significant moment forcing us to finally have an overdue conversation about our
recycling practices and start implementing new, viable solutions that provide a path to
profitability for haulers that increases diversion from landfills.
[The China ban] gives us the platform that we need [to] have the conversation that we
frankly probably should have been having 10 years ago, – Don Slager, CEO, Republic
Services (via WasteDive)
A Simple Solution: Cameras Inside Every Dumpster
In-Container cameras are the next logical step in contamination identification and they’re

already being used in thousands of dumpsters across North America. These cameras
eliminate the need for “lid flipping” by automatically identifying (and alerting for)
contamination and showing haulers exactly what’s inside every dumpster, every day
through web-based software. Remote access to dumpster images, taken multiple times
per day, combined with contamination identification capability gives haulers an
unprecedented level of oversight into the contents of their customers’ containers

Instead of conducting expensive, labor-intensive, infrequent and time-consuming
content audits, I can remotely monitor our customer’s containers 365 days a year with
Compology’s hardware and web-based software to help them reduce contamination
and increase diversion. – Joe Mats, District Manager, Universal Waste Systems

Compology camera images providing a first-hand look at the contents of any container, making contamination identification possible
on a large and consistent scale.

In the end, cleaner streams mean a re-emergence of revenue for haulers that disappeared
nearly overnight. In-container cameras provide an unmatched level of quality and highfrequency container images, along with automatic contamination alert capability, that
put haulers on the track to profitability by allowing them to 1) effectively educate
generators and enforce compliance and 2) create cleaner streams with informed routing.
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Effective Education & Enforcement
Identify Poor Performers: Automatic outreach to generators letting them know what
specifically to change about their behavior for full compliance using images as a teaching
tool.
Enforce Fines: While many cities already have legal structures for fines, contamination

images provide indisputable proof of contamination and let haulers fine those generators
that are not compliant without dispute.

Track Sustainability Metrics: Haulers can actually track and measure improvements in

recycling and even share that data with generators for sustainability leaders to measure
and report on zero waste and diversion goals.
Inform Public Policy: With more frequent, accurate contamination information haulers can

work with policymakers to identify overarching contamination issues and the true costs
of recycling operations to create policies & business models that are effective and
profitable.

Cleaner Routes
Route Based on Dumpster Cleanliness: Being able to identify which dumpsters are
contaminated before building routes lets haulers create routes that service only noncontaminated dumpsters, keeping their recycling stream clean.
Set Automatic Contamination Alerts: Haulers can even send automated contamination alerts
to customers to remove contamination prior to service helping customers avoid potential
fines and as a timely and useful educational tool.
http://www.waste360.com/business/new-landscape-china-s-contamination-ban-future-profitability-recyclables
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